Abstract. Network-server architecture has become a de-facto standard for Distributed Virtual Environment (DVE) systems. In these systems, a large set of remote users share a 3D virtual scene. In order to design scalable DVE systems, different approaches have been proposed to maintain the DVE system working under its saturation point, maximizing system throughput. Also, in order to provide quality of service to avatars in a DVE systems, avatars should be assigned to servers taking into account, among other factors, system throughput and system latency. This highly complex problem is called quality of service (QoS) problem in DVE systems. This paper proposes two different approaches for solving the QoS problem, based on modern heuristics (simulated annealing and GRASP). Performance evaluation results show that the proposed strategies are able no only to provide quality of service to avatars in a DVE system, but also to keep the system away from the saturation point.
Introduction
Distributed Virtual Environments (DVE) are systems where many users can connect their client computers through different networks and interact in the same 3D virtual scene [16] . Each user of the DVE appears in the virtual world as an entity, usually humanoid, called avatar. Avatars are controlled by the users, and each avatar offer a different point of view of the scene. DVE systems are currently used in many different applications such as collaborative design [15] , civil and military distributed training [7] , e-learning [8] or multi-player games [5] . Nowadays, most of current DVE systems have a network-server architecture. In this architecture (also denoted as mirrored-server) each user of the system is assigned to a server, so that when a client performs a movement in the virtual scene it sends updating messages to the server where it is assigned to. This server will be responsible for distributing this message to the rest of clients and servers of the system, in order to maintain a consistent view of the virtual world for all the avatars. In order to avoid a message outburst when the number of clients increases, concepts like areas of influence (AOI) [16] have been defined. This concept describes a neighborhood area for avatars, in such a way that a given avatar must notify his movements (by sending an updating message) only to those avatars located in that neighborhood. These destination avatars are denoted as neighbor avatars.
Lui and Chan have shown the key role of finding a good assignment of avatars (clients) to servers in order to ensure both a good frame rate and a minimum network traffic in DVE systems [6] . The problem of efficiently assigning avatars to the different servers of the system is called the partitioning problem [6] , and several approaches have been proposed for solving it. Lui and Chan model the problem as a formal numerical optimization problem and obtain the solution using an ad hoc algorithm [6] . Keeping the same specifications of the problem, the results obtained by this technique have been improved by using metaheuristic techniques [9] . However, none of these approaches takes into account the non-linear behavior of DVE systems with the number of avatars in the system, shown in [10] . This work shows that the main purpose of any partitioning method should be keeping all servers in the system away from reaching 99% of CPU utilization. Otherwise, the entire DVE system enters saturation and system latency greatly increases. Recently, an adaptive strategy that takes into account this non-linear behavior of DVE systems has been proposed for solving the partitioning problem [12] .
However, once the partitioning method has ensured that the system is under its saturation point (it has provided a partition where the estimated percentage of CPU utilization in all the DVE servers is under 99%), then the computing resources can still be used to decrease the average system time response provided to avatars. This improvement should be carried out also by the partitioning method, since it is really a trade-off between system throughput and system latency. The problem of solving the partitioning problem ensuring that the system is under its saturation point and at the same time the average latency provided to avatars is minimized is known as the quality of service problem (QoS problem). This problem can be modelled as finding a partition minimizing a new quality function.
In this paper, we propose a comparative study of two different metaheuristics for solving the QoS problem. One of them is Simulated Annealing (SA), a stochastic metaheuristic. The other one is GRASP, a constructive metaheuristic. Performance evaluation results show that the proposed metaheuristics are both valid methods for solving the QoS problem, simultaneously providing quality of service to a large set of avatars and also maintaining the DVE system under the saturation point. Therefore, they can be used as a valid partitioning methods to provide QoS to avatars in DVE systems. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 details the problem of providing QoS to avatars and how it has been addressed in DVE systems. Also, we propose in this section a method to provide QoS through the partitioning problem. In Section 3, we describe the tuning of two different heuristics when applied to the solving of this problem. Next, Section 4 presents the performance evaluation of the proposed heuristics. Finally, Section 5 presents some concluding remarks and future work to be done.
The Quality of Service Problem in DVE Systems
The Quality of Service problem (QoS problem) has been already described in DVE systems, and some strategies have been proposed for solving it [1, 17] . Approaches like [17] use latency compensating methods in order to repair the effects of high network jitter. Adaptative rendering strategies like [1] or [16] modify the resolution of the 3-D models depending on the client connection speed. However, none of these strategies takes into account the non-linear behavior of DVE systems with the workload assigned to each server, as described in [10] . Therefore, these strategies cannot guarantee that the performance provided to avatars will not degrade beyond any threshold value.
QoS problem can be expressed in DVE systems as latency constraints. In order to fulfill these constraints, and taking into account the non-linear behavior of these systems described in [10] , a trade-off among server saturation, clients' interactivity and system stability must be reached. A DVE system can only offer QoS to clients if it is working under its saturation point and at the same time the average round-trip delay for the messages sent by each avatar (denoted as ASR, for average system response) is lower than 250 ms. [17] . However, the ASR provided to a given avatar i depends on where avatars located in the AOI of i are assigned to. If avatar i is assigned to server s then the ASR for avatar i linearly decreases with the number of avatars in the AOI of i that are migrated from other servers to server s . Therefore, the problem of offering QoS to avatars can be expressed as a new partitioning problem. A partitioning method that provides QoS to avatars will have to maximize the number of neighbor avatars assigned to the same server and at the same time it will have to keep the system away from saturation. Additionally, since this strategy is a global load balancing scheme it must not migrate more than 30% of avatars in the system [4] . Therefore, the partitioning problem will consists of finding a partition complying with all these three requirements.
In order to solve this partitioning problem, we propose a quality function that takes into account all these requirements. Equation 1 represents the proposed evaluation function, composed of three terms. This quality function measures the quality of each partition (assignment of n avatars to s servers).
The term h cpu (i) is a function of the percentage of CPU utilization in server i. The behavior of this function is exponential, as shown in Figure 1 (a). While the percentage of CPU utilization in server i is under 80%, this function provides a low value. However, as the percentage of CPU utilization goes beyond this threshold value, function h cpu (i) greatly increases. In this way, this function rejects any partition where at least one of the DVE servers is close to saturation.
The term h asr (j) is a function of the ASR provided to avatars by the systems, and it is composed of two sections. The section from that zero value to an ASR of 25 ms. is has an inverse exponential behavior, as shown in Figure 1 (b). From 250 up this function shows a parabolic behavior. Therefore, function h asr (j) penalizes partitions where the ASR of avatars higher than 250 ms.
Finally, the term n m (i) is a function of the number of avatars that should be migrated in order to obtain a given partition. This function is also composed of two sections. Section from the zero value to one third of the existing avatars shows a linear behavior, as shown in Figure 1(c) . From one third up, this function also show a parabolic behavior. In this way, this function avoids partitions that only can be obtained by migrating more than 30% of avatars. are migrated.
Thus, the QoS problem in DVE system is reduced to find the minimum value of f QoS . Because of the high complexity of this problem, labelled as NP-hard in other systems [18] , we propose two different approaches based on metaheuristic procedures. These approaches solve the problem in a domain composed by n s different feasible solutions.
Heuristic adaptation for QoS problem in DVE systems
Metaheuristic strategies are widely considered as one of the most practical approaches for highly complex problems. A wide range of different problems have been solved using these strategies. Moreover, metaheuristics have been used in DVE systems for solving the partitioning problem [9] . In this section, we present the implementation and tuning of two different heuristics, based on simulated annealing and GRASP, for solving the QoS problem in DVE systems.
Simulated Annealing
Simulated Annealing (SA) is a stochastic metaheuristic applicable to arbitrary combinatorial optimization problems [3] . SA is a randomized local search strategy which is able to perform climbing moves. In this sense, it can also escape from local minima and find solutions which are much better than those of pure local search.
SA has been used in a wide range of problems [3, 9, 13] . This method models system temperature as the probability of accepting a worsening result. SA starts with a high system temperature, and in each iteration system temperature is decreased. In this way, SA can leave local minima by accepting worsening results at intermediate stages. The search method ends when either the number of iterations finishes or system temperature is so low that accepting worsening results is practically impossible.
The proposed implementation of SA method when applied to solving the QoS problem in DVE systems deals with boarder avatars. Two avatars (a i and a j ) are boarder avatars if they are assigned to different servers (s r and s x ) and their AOIs intersect. The assignment of boarder avatars is critical, and it allows to obtain partitions with low levels of h asr . An iteration of SA consists of randomly selecting two different boarder avatars and randomly performing one of these three actions: exchanging the assignment of servers, both avatars server s x or assigning both avatars to server s r . Once this action is performed, the quality function for the resulting partition is computed. If the resulting value of f QoS is higher than the previous one plus a threshold T , that change is rejected. Otherwise, it is accepted (the search method must decrease the value of the quality function f QoS associated with each assignment). The threshold T used in each iteration i of the search depends on the rate of temperature decreasing R, and it is defined as
where N determines the finishing condition of the search. When N iterations are performed without decreasing the quality function f QoS , then the search finishes.
As literature shows ( [3] , [9] ) the two key issues for properly tuning this heuristic search method are the number of iterations N and the temperature decreasing rate R. Figure 2 shows the tuning of SA method. The graphic on the left shows the f QoS values obtained with SA method when different number of iterations are performed, and the graphic on the right shows the f QoS values obtained with SA method when different cooling rates are considered. These results have been obtained for a DVE system composed of 700 avatars assigned to 10 servers. Figure 2 -left shows that f QoS decreases as the number of iterations increases, until value of 7500 iterations is reached. From this point this value remains constant or decreases very slightly. This behavior is due to the impossibility of finding better search paths even when more iterations are performed. On other hand, Figure 2 -right shows that f QoS decreases until a value of 1% is reached. From this point quality function also increases, since cooling rate is too high and the search method accepts too many worsening solutions. Therefore, for this DVE configuration, the number of iterations and cooling rate selected for SA method has been 7500 and 1% respectively.
Greedy Randomized Adaptive Search (GRASP)
GRASP is a constructive technique designed as a multi-start heuristic for combinatorial problems [2] . It has been shown to quickly produce good quality solutions for a wide variety of problems [14] , [9] .
The proposed implementation of GRASP method for solving the QoS problem in DVE systems starts with an initial partition. This initial partition is provided by a load balancing technique [12] . Therefore, we ensure that the initial partition is well-balanced and all servers have a percentage of CPU utilization as low as possible. At this point, GRASP method will be used for searching a near optimal partition that provides QoS to the maximum number of avatars migrating the minimum number of avatars.
The first step in our GRASP implementation consists of sorting the avatars whose messages show a round-trip delay higher than 250 ms. (those avatars not provided with QoS) by their presence factor f p . We define the presence factor (f p (i)) of avatar i [11] as the number of avatars in whose AOI avatar i appears. The idea is to provide QoS to those avatars that require the least system efforts. The avatars with the higher presence factor should receive updating messages from a lot of avatars, and it will send messages to a lot of avatars. Therefore, migrating these avatars to the proper server can decrease the round trip-delay for the messages sent by a lot of avatars (can provide QoS with the least effort). Moreover, if GRASP method focuses only on this kind of avatars then it will significantly decrease the term n j=0 h asr (j) in f QoS function without significantly increasing the term n m .
The first c elements in the sorted list of avatars (from a population of n avatars) are denoted as critical avatars. GRASP method considers critical avatars as non-assigned avatars, and they will be assigned by GRASP method to a server in such a way that QoS is provided to them. The rest of the n avatars (denoted as the e easy avatars, where n = c + e) will not be re-assigned, and they will remain assigned to the same server where they were initially assigned to. The assignment of each of the c critical avatars is obtained in each of the iterations of the GRASP method. The number of iterations (the number of re-assigned avatars) is the only parameter to be tuned for GRASP method. If c value is set too low, then only a few avatars will be provided with QoS. Also, if c value is set too high (trying to provide too many avatars with QoS) then GRASP method will not be able to find a partition fulfilling all the requirements for all avatars, and it will take a long time for providing bad partitions.
Each iteration of GRASP method consists of two steps: construction and local search. The construction phase builds a feasible solution choosing one critical avatar by iteration, and the local search derives this temporal solution following a neighborhood criterion. Concretely, we propose an implementation where each iteration i performs the next steps: -Constructive phase:
1. The first avatar in the sorted lists of critical avatar is randomly assigned to a server, and the quality function f QoS is computed for the partition composed of the e easy avatars plus this new avatar assigned to that server. 2. The previous step is repeated with the remaining c − 1 avatars in the sorted list of critical avatars. This step will provide a list of c − i + 1 different critical avatars each of them randomly assigned to a server and each one with a f QoS value. This list will be denoted as the list of candidate avatars for iteration i (LCA(i)). LCA(i) will have a size equal to c − i + 1, that is, the number of non-assigned avatars for iteration i. Each element in LCA(i) will have the form (non-assigned border avatar, server, resulting f QoS .
-Local search phase: 1. LCA(i)list is sorted (using Quick-sort algorithm) by the resulting cost f QoS in ascendent order, and then is reduced to its top quartile. An avatar j in this reduced LCA(i) list is randomly selected for local search. 2. Local search on avatar j consists of looking of non-assigned critical avatars that are neighbors of avatar j. If any avatar k exists in LCA(i) and k is a neighbor avatar of j, then all possible assignments of avatar k to the different servers are considered. For each of them, the quality function f QoS is computed for the partition composed of the e + i − 1 assigned avatars plus this new avatar k assigned to that server. The main parameter to be tuned in GRASP method is the number of avatars c that the initial partition must leave unassigned. Figure 3 shows the tuning of GRASP method when this value is varied. The graphic on the left shows the values of f QoS obtained for different values of this parameter, and the graphic on the right shows different execution times required for performing the search when this parameter is varied. The results shown in these figures have been obtained from a DVE system composed of 700 avatars and 10 servers. This figure shows that as the number of critical avatars increases the quality of the provided partitions increases and so does the required execution time. In the case of this DVE configuration, 125 iterations has been chosen in order to obtain good quality solutions without spending too much execution time. A higher number of iterations would require too much execution time and it would not provide significantly better solutions.
Finally, if this value is excessively increased (more than 275 iterations) then f QoS even increases. This behavior is produced by the greedy component of the algorithm that offers suboptimal solutions within the construction phase.
Performance Evaluation
In this section, we present the performance evaluation of the heuristics described in the previous section when they are used for solving the QoS problem in DVE system. We have empirically tuned SA and GRASP search methods in two different DVE configurations, denoted as MEDIUM1 and MEDIUM2. Empirical results have been obtained from our DVE simulation tool described in [10] , [11] and [12] . This tool models the behavior of a generic DVE system with a network server architecture on a real network of heterogeneous computers. MEDIUM1 is composed by 250 avatars and 3 servers, and MEDIUM 2 is composed by 700 and 10 servers. In both configurations uniform, skewed and clustered distribution of avatars have been simulated. However, due to space limitations, we present here the result for MEDIUM2 configuration. The results obtained for MEDIUM1 configuration were very similar.
Table1 shows the performance evaluation results obtained for MEDIUM2 configuration when the proposed method is simulated under different initial distributions of avatars in the virtual world. For comparison purposes, we have evaluated the DVE performance obtained with ALB method [12] and the performance obtained with the proposed methods, SA and GRASP. For each distribution of avatars, table 1 contains three columns, one for each partitioning method. These columns show the performance provided by each method. The first nine rows, labelled with Sx, show the percentage of CPU utilization reached in each DVE server with each partitioning method. Last but two row shows the number of avatars in the partition provided by each partitioning method whose messages showed an average round trip-delay lower than 250ms. That is, this row shows the number of avatars provided with QoS by each partitioning method. Next row shows the number of migrated avatars Γ (P 0 ) in the whole simulation. Finally, last row shows the execution time required by each partitioning method to provide the final partition tested in the simulation. Table 1 shows that for large DVE configurations the proposed methods allows to provide QoS to a significatively higher amount of avatars. Thus, for example, for a uniform distribution of avatars in the virtual world GRASP method is able to increase about a 22% the amount of avatars provided with QoS with respect of ALB method, while maintaining all servers far from reaching 95% of CPU utilization and also migrating less than one third of the population of avatars. In the case of a clustered distribution of avatars, GRASP is able to increase in about 50% the amount of avatars provided with QoS, in relation to ALB method. In the case of an skewed distribution of avatars, the increasing is about a 300%. These results fully validate the proposed method as a valid approach for providing QoS to the highest number of avatars as possible.
It is also worth mention the great differences in absolute terms that the same method provides for the different distributions of avatars, particularly between the uniform distribution of avatars and the other two distributions. This difference is due to the differences in the presence factor of avatars between the distributions. Since most of the Table 1 . Results for a MEDIUM2 DVE configuration avatars are very close each other in both skewed and clustered distributions, then most of avatars are highly connected with other avatars. As a consequence, it is more difficult to distribute these avatars between more servers while still providing QoS to all of them.
Finally, table 1 also shows similar execution times and number of migrated avatars for both proposed methods. However, for all three distributions of avatars GRASP method obtains partitions with less numbers of avatars without QoS than SA method. The reason of this behavior is the fast and powerful mechanism of GRASP approach in order to explore huge domains of solutions.
Conclusions and future work
Traditionally, DVE(Distributed Virtual Environments) systems have addressed the QoS of clients with graphical approaches. However these approaches, based on multiresolution models or compensation mechanisms, do not take into account the non-linear behavior of DVE systems with the workload they support.
In this paper, we have proposed the implementation, tuning and comparison study of two different search methods, based on Simulated Annealing (SA) and GRASP, in order to solve the QoS problem in DVE systems. These approaches models the QoS problem as an evaluation function to be minimized when solving the partitioning problem.
Performance evaluation results shows that the proposed methods can be considered as a good mechanism in order to offer QoS to avatars in a DVE system. These results show similar performance, in terms of quality of the provided solutions and execution times, for both methods and for a small DVE configuration (MEDIUM1). For large DVE configurations (MEDIUM2) GRASP method manages to provide more avatars with QoS than SA method.
As future work to be done, we plan to design a parallel implementation of GRASP method that can take advantage of the DVE servers where it will be performed. This new design will be based on a master-slave configuration and will be implemented in conjunction with a post-optimization path-relinking procedure.
